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FW: [judicial] Statement of facts supporting JC's deciding LAMA case in favor of
advocates of NOT upholding LNC chair's stance 
4 messages

Mary J Ruwart <mary@ruwart.com> Wed, May 4, 2022 at 4:49 PM
To: Cristina Crawford <crawford.cris@gmail.com>, Whitney Bilyeu <chair@lp.org>, chair@lpmass.org,
membership@lpmass.org, operations@lpmass.org, technology@lpmass.org, Tara DeSisto <tara.desisto@gmail.com>,
secretary@lpmass.org, Brodi Elwood <brodielwood@gmail.com>, Andrew Cordio <cordioace@gmail.com>, Caryn Ann Harlos
<carynannharlos@gmail.com>, Don Graham <dongr2009@gmail.com>
Cc: judicial <judicial@lp.org>

 

 

From: judicial@lp.org <judicial@lp.org> On Behalf Of Ann Reed 
Sent: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 4:32 PM 
To: JC@lp.org; Mary@ruwart.com 
Subject: [judicial] Statement of facts supporting JC's deciding LAMA case in favor of advocates of NOT upholding LNC
chair's stance

 

To the Libertarian Judicial Committee:
 
The Libertarian Association of Massachusetts (LAMA) State Committee’s “closed meeting” of January 10, 2022, had barred
attendance by all non-committee members. Those barred would include any and all of the some 45 petitioners the committee
proceeded to “expel” in the course of that meeting (along with two of its own members, also petitioners.) Further, before entering
closed session, the state committee had not convened in open session first to take a roll call vote and to state an official reason for
the closed session. 
 
Therefore, I, among untold others, do not and cannot recognize the so-called mass “expulsion” as actual or valid, as I do not
consider the meeting itself to have proven “legal,” as entered, nor its failure to allow for due process owed the petitioners excusable.
 
I had not been a signer of the petition, but rather simply a LAMA member (and Worcester County affiliate vice chair) who often
attended state committee meetings and had “shown up,” approximately two minutes early, for this particular (Jan. 10) Zoom meeting
as well.
 
“The host has removed you from this meeting,” is the electronic message I received upon attempting to enter (via the Zoom link
provided), with neither an explanation furnished me nor opportunity to observe who was or was not present for the meeting, how
many in attendance, or the reason for the unexpected and immediate “closed door.” 
 
In my many years of firsthand experience involving meetings of various official committees, it had become my firm understanding
that propriety dictates that closed or “executive” sessions must be preceded by a committee’s convening openly, or “publicly,” a roll
call vote taken, and recitation of an official reason for entering closed session. 
 
Prompted by a sense of shock and concern over the absence of any such protocol observed to be practiced for that January 10
meeting - and deducing that the meeting’s instant exclusivity had been employed as part of a state committee-level plan for dealing
with the petition submitted by the so-called “47” - I immediately took a screenshot of the electronic message (See ATTACHED), the
hour of which was automatically timestamped at 8.29.46 PM. (Monthly state committee meetings were, as had been this one,
normally scheduled for 8:30 pm.)
 
In ensuing months, as I (being a non-petitioner and therefore allowed normal admittance to subsequent state committee meetings)
went on to act as a sympathetic voice on behalf of the 47, repeatedly advocating for their LAMA memberships to rightly be returned
to them. My last such attempts, which failed, were made at the microphone of the annual "old" LAMA's state convention held on
April 23.
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The next day, I attended the April 24 Convention of the exiled membership, where I was (following an unexpected and unsolicited
nomination) elected to its state committee of nine.
 
After lengthy observation, made over a period of months, of the considerable and conscientious efforts of “the 47” leadership to pick
up where the old LAMA state committee had left off - having persisted in arguably spoiling its own standing, while I had, meanwhile,
futilely advocated for reconciliation - I have come to truly and morally believe in the merit and legitimacy of the libertarian leadership
incarnated by the exiled members (and formally established at their February 26 special Convention.)
 
Nevertheless, the fractured and segregated nature of the Libertarian party in Massachusetts remains, in my opinion, unsettlingly
problematic, yet solvable - if the issue can be fully and duly “heard” by the Libertarian National Committee, and any other Libertarian
body at all capable of engendering benevolent justice, long overdue, in this pressing matter.
 
So, I urge the Judicial Committee to please decide in favor of not upholding the LNC chair’s decision to resist lending attention to the
Massachusetts matter. 
 
Respectfully submitted, and to the best of my knowledge,
Ann Reed
 
ATTACHMENT: Cropped screenshot of a timestamped screenshot that includes an electronic printed message (contained within a
small window) bearing the heading “Update Available,” in bold black type, and, in red print, reading “The host has removed you from
this meeting.” (The small window also includes presumed numerical coding as well as text that seems to be related to product
technology.)

 

--  
You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "judicial" group. 
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to judicial+unsubscribe@lp.org. 
To view this discussion on the web visit https://groups.google.com/a/lp.org/d/msgid/judicial/CANZh54N7-
JscwtOvD58Zvq%2BZph_d65yF4xpuFH0SDLROvJb7hA%40mail.gmail.com.
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Caryn Ann Harlos <carynannharlos@gmail.com> Wed, May 4, 2022 at 5:18 PM
To: dev.justin.carman@gmail.com

[Quoted text hidden]
--  

  In Liberty, 

  LNC Secretary in Exile, 561.523.2250 
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Caryn Ann Harlos <carynannharlos@gmail.com> Wed, May 4, 2022 at 5:22 PM
To: Brodi Elwood <brodielwood@gmail.com>

This is good.  
[Quoted text hidden]
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Brodi Elwood <brodielwood@gmail.com> Wed, May 4, 2022 at 5:33 PM
To: Caryn Ann Harlos <carynannharlos@gmail.com>

Ahh, Ann pulled through in an epic way. Love to see it. 

Brodi 
[Quoted text hidden]
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